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Abstract

In a recent paper (“A Primer on the Economics and Time Series Econometrics of Wealth

Effects,Ô 2001), Davis and Palumbo investigate the empirical relation between three cointe-

grated variables: aggregate consumption, asset wealth, and labor income. Although coin-

tegration implies that an equilibrium relation ties these variables together in the long run,

the authors focus on the following structural question about the short-run dynamics: “How

quickly does consumption adjust to changes in income and wealth? Is the adjustment rapid,

occurring within a quarter, or more sluggish, taking place over many quarters?Ô The authors

claim that their findings answer this question, and imply that spending adjusts only grad-

ually after gains or losses in income or wealth have been realized. We argue here, however,

that a statistical methodology different from that used by Davis and Palumbo is required to

address these questions, and that once it has been employed, the resulting empirical evidence

weighs considerably against their interpretation of the data.



1 Introduction

In a recent paper Davis and Palumbo (“A Primer on the Economics and Time Series Econo-

metrics of Wealth Effects,Ô 2001), investigate the empirical relation between three cointe-

grated variables: aggregate consumption, asset wealth, and labor income. Although coin-

tegration implies that an equilibrium relation ties these variables together in the long run,

the authors focus on the following structural question about the short-run dynamics: “How

quickly does consumption adjust to changes in income and wealth? Is the adjustment rapid,

occurring within a quarter, or more sluggish, taking place over many quarters?Ô The authors

claim that their findings answer this question, and imply that spending adjusts only grad-

ually after gains or losses in income or wealth have been realized. We argue here, however,

that a statistical methodology different from that used by Davis and Palumbo is required to

address these questions, and that once it has been employed, the resulting empirical evidence

weighs considerably against their interpretation of the data. Nevertheless, their results may

be of some interest in identifying the observable indicators that forecast quarterly personal

consumer expenditure growth, as we briefly discuss at the end of this comment.

Our assessment is based on two broad observations about their empirical approach. First,

Davis and Palumbo employ a single equation regression for consumption growth to form in-

ferences about the speed with which consumption adjusts to last period’s equilibrium (coin-

tegrating) error. If last period’s cointegrating error causes a “correctionÔ to this period’s con-

sumption, the reasoning goes, the evidence suggests that spending adjusts sluggishly to move-

ments in wealth or income, and the estimated adjustment, or “error-correction,Ôparameter

from this regression reveals how quickly that adjustment takes place. The problem with

this reasoning is that it ignores empirical evidence that it is not consumption, but wealth,

that does most of the error-correction subsequent to a shock that causes consumption, asset

wealth, and labor income to deviate from their long-run equilibrium relation. Consequently,

their estimates of the adjustment parameter governing the degree to which consumption par-

ticipates in this error-correction–even if correct–would not by themselves reveal the length

of time it takes spending to adapt to fluctuations in income or wealth. The difficulty lies

with the single equation approach: to make such inferences about adjustment time, it is
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necessary to take into account the dynamic response of all of the interrelated variables in

the cointegrated system (including wealth and income) to shocks that create a cointegrating

error.

Second, as we demonstrate in this comment, the estimates reported in Davis and Palumbo

(2001) of the adjustment parameter of interest (what Davis and Palumbo term the error-

correction speed for consumption) are in fact incorrect, because they are obtained by altering

a single equation error-correction representation for consumption to include conditioning

variables that are not weakly exogenous for the parameter they seek to estimate. We show

how these conditioning variables may be incorporated into the analysis without violating

weak exogeneity, so that the adjustment parameter of interest may be recovered. Once

this adjustment parameter for consumption is estimated correctly, our results suggest that

it is not a large negative number, as Davis and Palumbo report, but is instead small in

absolute value, indeed close to zero. These results suggest that consumer spending adjusts

to movements in wealth or income not over periods of many quarters, as Davis and Palumbo

conclude, but rather within the span of about one quarter.

This comment discusses each of these broad observations in detail and addresses a number

of other issues at the close. In addition, we show that if the adjustment parameter for

consumption were truly as large as Davis and Palumbo argue it is, the cointegrating error

for consumption, asset wealth and labor income should have long-horizon forecasting power

for consumption growth, a phenomenon that is absent in aggregate spending data.

2 Single Equation versus System Estimation

Davis and Palumbo begin their paper by focusing on the long run properties of aggregate

consumption, ct, aggregate household net worth, at, and aggregate labor earnings, yt. The

data suggest that these variables have a single cointegrating relation, or long-run equilib-

rium (Ludvigson and Steindel (1999); Lettau and Ludvigson (2001a)). Once this long-run

equilibrium has been identified, one can move on to address questions about the short-

run dynamics such as those that concern which variables adjust to restore a cointegrating

equilibrium subsequent to an equilibrium-distorting shock, and how long this adjustment
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typically takes. Davis and Palumbo claim that their evidence implies that consumption does

the subsequent adjusting and that this adjustment process may take several quarters or even

years. It is with this claim that we take issue. In the next section, we argue that Davis and

Palumbo’s estimates of the adjustment parameter for consumption are incorrect, and that

when this parameter is estimated correctly, it is much smaller (in absolute value) than they

find. In this section, we show that, even if their estimate of this parameter were correct,

their inferences concerning the length of time it would take consumption to adjust to an

equilibrium-distorting shock do not follow because they have ignored the error-correction of

other variables in the cointegrated system.

To discuss the estimation of what Davis and Palumbo call the error-correction speed

for consumption, it will be useful to begin with a brief review of the vector error correction

representation (VECM) for the three variables, ct, at, and yt. (A more extensive treatment of

the long and short-run relations between these three variables can be found in Ludvigson and

Steindel (1999), Lettau and Ludvigson (2001a), and Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d).) Because

these three variables appear to share a single common trend, the parameters associated with

the short-run dynamics are given by the following vector error-correction specification:

∆xt = υ + γα̂′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 + et, (1)

where ∆xt is the vector of log first differences, (∆ct,∆at,∆yt)
′, υ, and γ ≡ (γc, γa, γy)

′ are

(3×1) vectors, Γ(L) is a finite order distributed lag operator, and α̂ ≡ (1,−α̂a,−α̂y)
′ is the

(3×1) vector of previously estimated cointegrating coefficients. Throughout this comment,

we use “hatsÔ to denote the estimated values of parameters.

The term α̂′xt−1 gives last period’s equilibrium error, or cointegrating residual; γ is

the vector of “adjustmentÔ coefficients that tells us which variables participate to restore

the long-run equilibrium when a deviation occurs. The Granger Representation Theorem

states that, if a vector xt is cointegrated, at least one of the adjustment parameters, γc, γa,

or γy must be nonzero in the error-correction representation (1). Thus if xj does at least

some of the adjusting needed to restore the long-run equilibrium subsequent to a shock that

distorts this equilibrium, γj should be different from zero in the equation for ∆xj of the

error-correction representation (1).
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Davis and Palumbo focus on estimating the element of γ that corresponds to the con-

sumption equation in (1), γc. They call γc the error-correction speed for consumption. Some

of their estimates, the ones they emphasize, suggest that this parameter is between -0.12 and

-0.15. Davis and Palumbo argue that these estimates can be used to infer that the speed with

which consumption adjusts subsequent to an equilibrium-distorting shock by constructing

the monotonic sequence 1−(1+γc)
t. This sequence is said to give the proportion of the dise-

quilibrium that has been closed after t quarters by the sluggish adjustment in consumption.

However, the sequence given above is only a valid measure of the proportion of the disequi-

librium that has been closed after t quarters by the sluggish adjustment in consumption if

consumption does all of the adjusting and wealth and labor income do none of it. If either

wealth or labor income do even part of the adjusting, the adjustment by consumption will

occur more quickly than implied by the sequence 1− (1 + γc)
t.

Davis and Palumbo implicitly assume that consumption does all of the adjusting and

wealth and income do none of it; yet empirical evidence documented elsewhere suggests

just the opposite, namely that wealth does all of the adjusting and consumption and labor

income do virtually none of it. Davis and Palumbo seem to dismiss the possibility that wealth

participates in the error-correction because, as they put it, such a phenomenon would “run

counter to simple macroeconomic intuitionÔ (page 26). We discuss the issue of whether such

evidence makes economic sense below. The point here is an empirical one: because Davis and

Palumbo focus on estimating a single equation for consumption, they miss strong evidence

that wealth participates in the error-correction to an equilibrium-distorting shock. This is

not the place to review all of that evidence; instead we simply provide the main elements

here and note that the details can be found in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001a), and Lettau

and Ludvigson (2001d).

These main elements are provided in Table 1, which reports estimates from the error-

correction representations in (1) for ∆ct and ∆at taken from Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d).

The table reports that the adjustment parameter for the wealth equation, γa, is estimated to

be large and strongly statistically different from zero at conventional significant levels (point

estimate equal to 0.38; t-statistic equal to 3.24). By contrast, the estimated adjustment

parameter for consumption, γc, is small and statistically insignificant at conventional signif-
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icant levels (point estimate equal to -0.02; t-statistic equal to -0.66). This point estimate is

considerably smaller (in absolute value) than that reported in most of Davis and Palumbo’s

regressions and the next section explains why that is so. The estimated adjustment parame-

ter for the income, γy, (not shown) is also small and statistically indistinguishable from zero.

Taken together, these results indicate that, when log consumption deviates from its habitual

ratio with log labor income and log wealth, it is wealth, rather than consumption or labor

income, that is forecast to adjust until the equilibrating relationship is restored.

To infer the speed of adjustment in one variable subsequent to an equilibrium-distorting

shock, it is necessary to take into account the adjustment of all the variables in the coin-

tegrated system. The importance of considering the entire system of cointegrated variables

as opposed to a single equation of the VECM can be illustrated using a simple bivariate

example. This bivariate example is a special case of (1) where there are two variables in xt

(which we denote x1t and x2t), one cointegrating relation (with cointegrating vector given by

α = (1,−1)′), and where, for simplicity, the parameters in Γ(L) are set to zero. (Whether

the parameters in Γ(L) are zero or not will not matter for the basic argument given below.)

For the purposes of this exercise, it matters not what type of shock is identified, only that the

shock identified be one that causes a deviation from the long-run equilibrium relation given

in this example by x1t = x2t. As long as the shock creates such a deviation, it is straight-

forward to calculate each variable’s dynamic response to the equilibrium-distorting shock,

under various assumptions about whether x1t or x2t or both participate in the adjustment

needed to restore the long-run equilibrium.

Consider the case in which only x1t participates in the adjustment needed to restore the

long-run equilibrium. The VECM representation for this system might given by the following

set of equations:

∆x1t = −0.5(x1t−1 − x2t−1) + e1t (2)

∆x2t = e2t,

where the adjustment parameter for x1t is equal to −0.5 and the adjustment parameter for

x2t is zero. We refer to this cointegrated system as example 1. Figure 1 plots the impulse

responses of x1t and x2t to a unit shock in e2t. The figure shows that the shock distorts
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the long-run equilibrium x1t = x2t by causing x2t to increase on impact while x1t remains

unaffected. The long-run equilibrium is eventually restored as x1t sluggishly returns to the

value given by x2t, equal to unity after the shock to e2t. In this example, the proportion of

the disequilibrium that has been closed after t periods is given by the sequence Davis and

Palumbo use to calculate adjustment speeds, in this case, 1− (1− 0.5)t. After one quarter,

50 percent of the disequilibrium gap created by the shock has been closed by the adjustment

in x1t.

Compare these results with those from a system where both variables participate in the

adjustment needed to restore the long-run equilibrium subsequent to an e2t shock (example

2):

∆x1t = −0.5(x1t−1 − x2t−1) + e1t (3)

∆x2t = 0.5(x1t−1 − x2t−1) + e2t.

In this example, the adjustment parameters for x1t and x2t are equal to −0.5 and 0.5,

respectively. We set the innovation in e2t = 2 so that the long-run impact of the shock is the

same as in example 1. The impulse responses to such a shock in e2t for this system are given

in Figure 2. The figure shows that the shock distorts the long-run equilibrium x1t = x2t by

causing x2t to again increase on impact while x1t initially remains unaffected. However, in

this example, x2t over-shoots its long-run value and the equilibrium is eventually restored

as both x1t and x2t sluggishly adjust to their common value given by x1t = x2t = 1. Note

that precisely the same adjustment parameter for x1t appears in (2) and (3), and in both

cases, precisely the same long-run value is reached by each variable. Yet in the first example,

only 50 percent of the equilibrium error has been eliminated after one period, while in the

second example, all of the equilibrium error has been eliminated after one period. Thus,

1 − (1 − 0.5)t no longer reveals the speed of adjustment in x1t, which occurs more quickly

than implied by this sequence. Similarly, Davis and Palumbo’s estimates of the sluggishness

in the adjustment of consumption to an equilibrium distorting shock are likely to be inflated

because they are only valid under the counterfactual assumption that consumption does all

of the adjusting in the trivariate system with wealth and labor income.

One intuitively appealing way to investigate which variables in a cointegrated system
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participate in the error-correction subsequent to an equilibrium distorting shock is to con-

sider the long-horizon forecasting power of the cointegrating residual for the growth rates in

each variable of the system. For example, if consumption sluggishly adjusts subsequent to a

shock in labor income or wealth, the cointegrating residual, α̂′xt−1, should have long-horizon

forecasting power for ∆ct. This follows because a shock to at or yt will not be immediately

accompanied by a full adjustment in ct to its long-run value; these shocks will therefore

initially create a cointegrating disequilibrium, or deviation in α̂′xt−1. If the disequilibrium

is subsequently closed by the sluggish adjustment of consumption to such shocks, the cointe-

grating error should forecast future movements in consumption. If, instead, wealth adjusts

slowly over time, the cointegrating error should predict future movements in wealth.

These points may also be easily demonstrated by example. Consider a simple system for

consumption, wealth and labor income:

∆ct = φcc∆ct−1 + γc(ct−1 − α̂aat−1 − α̂yyt−1) + uct (4)

∆yt = φcy∆ct−1 + uyt + ρcyuct

∆at = φca∆ct−1 + uat + ρyauyt + ρcauct + γa(ct−1 − α̂aat−1 − α̂yyt−1),

where φij and ρij, i, j = c, y, a, are constants, γa corresponds to the second element of γ

in (1), α̂′xt−1 = (ct−1 − α̂aat−1 − α̂yyt−1) and uct, uyt, uat are three shocks. Lettau and

Ludvigson (2001d) find that the basic empirical pattern of the short-run dynamics for c, a,

and y can be well captured by the structural VECM representation in (4) with γc = 0 and γa

set equal to the estimated value reported in Table 1, about 0.38. Note that the adjustment

parameter for income, γy, is set to zero. Setting the parameter φcc > 0 captures the modest

first-order serial correlation present in quarterly spending growth.1 We simulate the system

in (4) under various assumptions about the value of γc, and compute long-horizon forecasting

regressions for the growth in consumption and the growth in wealth.

1Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d) discuss possible explanations for this serial correlation, including the

time-averaging of aggregate consumption data. The other parameters in this system are set according to

φcy = 0, φca = 0.2, ρcy = 0.5, ρca = 0.1; ρya = 0, and γa = 0.38. A Monte Carlo simulation is run. The

sample size of the simulation is 50,000 and the Monte Carlo is run 100 times. Table 2 gives the average

statistics over 100 simulations.
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Table 2 presents the results of using simulated data from the system (4) to generate

forecasts of consumption growth and wealth growth at various horizons, H, i.e., forecasts

of
∑H

h=1 ∆ct+h and
∑H

h=1 ∆at+h using the cointegrating error, (ct−1 − α̂aat−1 − α̂yyt−1), as

the single forecasting variable in each case. In panel A, γc = 0 so the cointegrating residual

has no forecasting power for consumption growth at any horizon; both the R2 statistic and

the coefficient estimate are zero. By contrast, the cointegrating residual has substantial

forecasting power for wealth growth since γa is nonzero and equal to 0.38. The R2 for the

asset wealth predictive regression peaks at about 0.67 four quarters out and the coefficient

on (ct−1 − α̂aat−1 − α̂yyt−1) is strongly statistically significant.

What would the findings reported in Davis and Palumbo (2001) imply for these long-

horizon predictive regressions? In Table 11 specification (C), the authors report an estimated

value for γc = −0.12, and throughout the paper they maintain the assumption, implicitly in

some places and explicitly in others, that wealth and income do none of the error-correction

(i.e., γa = γy = 0). Panel B of Table 2 presents the results of using simulated data from the

system (4) with the parameter γc = −0.12 and γa = γy = 0. Not surprisingly, we get the

opposite forecasting pattern from that in Panel A: long-horizon consumption growth is now

strongly forecastable by the cointegrating error (with the R2 statistic peaking at 0.42 over

a 12 quarter horizon), while long-horizon wealth growth is not at all predictable. Panel C

shows that if γc = −0.12 and γa = 0.38, the cointegrating error has forecasting power for

both
∑H

h=1 ∆ct+h and
∑H

h=1 ∆at+h: the coefficient estimates for (ct−1 − α̂aat−1 − α̂yyt−1) are

strongly statistically significant in both forecasting equations and the R2 statistics (which are

hump-shaped in the horizon, H) are not negligible in either regression. What these simulated

forecasting regressions demonstrate, is that, if the adjustment parameter is nonzero for one

of the left-hand-side variables in the VECM (1), the cointegrating residual must have long-

horizon forecasting power for the dependent variable of that equation.

For which variables does the cointegrating residual have long-horizon forecasting power

in actual data? Table 3, reproduced from Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d), provides an answer.

Panel A shows the long-horizon forecasts of consumption growth, controlling not only for the

cointegrating error, but also for lags of ∆ct, ∆at, and ∆yt. The coefficients on lagged ∆ct

in the predictive regressions are small but statistically significant up to four quarters out,
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reflecting the first-order serial correlation in quarterly spending growth. But, these findings

provide no support for the proposition that consumption adjusts sluggishly to movements

in income or wealth because the coefficient on the cointegrating error, α̂xt−1 = (ct−1 −

α̂aat−1 − α̂yyt−1), is small and never statistically different from zero at any horizon in the

future. By contrast, Panel B of Table 3 shows that the estimated cointegrating residual is a

strong long-horizon forecaster of ∆at; this variable is statistically significant and economically

important at horizons ranging from one to 20 quarters, and the R
2
statistic peaks at 0.37

at a 12 quarter forecast horizon. These results yield the same answers as those reported

in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001a) from univariate forecasting regressions for ∆ct and ∆at

using the lagged cointegrating error as the sole predictive variable: those regressions show

that the cointegrating residual has no forecasting power for future consumption growth, but

substantial forecasting power for future wealth growth.

In summary, these results suggest that, if the adjustment parameter for consumption, γc,

were nearly as large as that reported by Davis and Palumbo, the cointegrating residual for

log consumption, asset wealth and labor income should tell us something about the future

path of consumption. In fact, Table 3 shows that this residual has no forecasting power for

consumption growth at any future horizon, but instead has strong forecasting power for the

future growth in asset values. Accordingly, deviations from the common trend in c, a, and y,

appear to be eliminated not by subsequent movements in consumption, but by subsequent

movements in asset values.

But if consumption does not typically participate in the error-correction, how can Davis

and Palumbo find a large (in absolute terms) and statistically significant value for the adjust-

ment parameter, γc? One answer, we argue next, is that their estimates of this coefficient,

based on reduced form equations for consumption growth, do not reveal the value of the true

adjustment parameter, γc.
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3 Estimating the Error-Correction Parameter for Con-

sumption

The parameters in γ are what Davis and Palumbo call the error-correction speeds. We

will instead refer to these coefficients simply as adjustment parameters, since, as discussed

above, the value of γj tells us little about speed with which it takes xj to adjust to an

equilibrium-distorting shock when other variables in the cointegrating relation also do some

of the adjusting.

The parameters in the error-correction representation, including those in γ, may be con-

sistently estimated by ordinary least squares estimation of (1) equation-by-equation (Engle

and Granger (1987); Stock (1987)). This is not how Davis and Palumbo estimate γc, how-

ever, the element corresponding to the adjustment parameter for consumption. Instead, they

estimate a single equation regression for consumption growth, adding conditioning variables

to the set of explanatory variables that are part of the error-correction representation (1).

Specifically, their single equation regression for consumption growth takes the form

∆ct = υc + γcα̂
′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 +C(L)zt + ut, (5)

where zt is a vector of additional predetermined regressors that are not part of the error-

correction specification (1), where Γ(L) and C(L) are lagged polynomial vectors, and γc is

a coefficient, all of which Davis and Palumbo estimate by running ordinary least squares on

(5).

Given that consistent estimates of the adjustment parameters in γ can be obtained by

ordinary least squares estimation of (1) equation-by-equation, it is reasonable to ask why

one would augment that specification by including the additional regressors C(L)zt? One

reason for doing so is that, in finite samples, efficiency gains can be made by including

additional variables if they are in fact important short-run determinants of consumption

growth. Both the estimated variance of the residuals as well as the standard errors of the

coefficient estimates will be smaller in (5) than in (1) if the additional variables are truly

relevant for ∆ct. Indeed, efficiency gains seem to be the main motivation behind Davis and

Palumbo’s estimation of the specification (5), since they argue on pages 39-40 that such
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specifications “provide a better fit to the historical data on consumption growthÔ than does

the standard error-correction specification which excludes the additional regressors.

The key question now concerns whether the adjustment parameter, γc, from (1) can

be revealed by estimation of a specification like (5) that includes the additional regressors

C(L)zt. It turns out that they can, only under very special circumstances. In the likely

event that the additional explanatory variables are not orthogonal to the cointegrating error,

α̂′xt−1, estimation of (5) will not uncover γ, the adjustment parameters in (1). In the

language of Engle, Hendry, and Richard (1983), if the variables in zt are not weakly exogenous

for the vector γ, the adjustment parameter for consumption, γc, cannot be recovered from

estimation of a single equation specification like (5). This point has been emphasized by

Johansen (1992) and Seo (1998). The reason for this is that the adjustment parameters in

γ give the influence of the cointegrating error, α̂′xt−1, on each variable in ∆xt, controlling

for a specific set of variables–namely those captured by Γ(L)∆xt−1. Once this specification

is altered to include the additional explanatory variables that are not weakly exogenous,

estimates of the coefficient γc in (5) will no longer reveal an estimate of γc, the adjustment

parameter of interest in (1). We underscore this point by denoting the parameters of the

short-run dynamics in (5) as γc and Γ to signify that they are in general distinct from the

parameters γc and Γ in the error-correction specification (1).

If the researcher is interested in determining which variables typically participate in the

error-correction subsequent to an equilibrium-distorting shock, it is not the coefficient γc in

(5), but the adjustment parameters in γ from (1), that are of interest. The general idea is that

the fitted coefficient γc in (1) captures the covariation between the last period’s cointegrating

error, α̂′xt−1, and this period’s growth in consumption that cannot be captured by variation

in Γ(L)∆xt−1 alone–that is independent only of past movements by variables involved in the

cointegrating relation itself. In estimating this adjustment parameter for consumption, one

would not want to remove variation in the cointegrating error, α̂′xt−1, that is correlated with

the predetermined variables in zt, for such movements may be among the most quantitatively

important sources of independent variation in α̂′xt−1. If the regressors in zt and their lags are

correlated with α̂′xt−1, the estimate of γc that will be obtained from (5) will tell us something

about how consumption adapts to a cointegrating disequilibrium that is not associated with
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variation in zt (and its lags), but nothing about how consumption adapts to variation in

α̂′xt−1 that is associated with variation in zt. If most of the variation in α̂′xt−1 is in fact

associated with variation in zt, such an estimate will tell us virtually nothing about how

consumption adapts to most disequilibrium shocks.

To understand how consumption adapts to most disequilibrium shocks, one must esti-

mate the parameters of interest, γ, which can be achieved by estimating (1) using ordinary

least squares equation-by-equation. In large samples, such an estimation strategy will be a

good one. In small samples, however, we would forego possible efficiency gains that might

be achieved by including additional explanatory variables for the growth rates of the cointe-

grated variables. Thus, we need a procedure that decouples achieving these efficiency gains

from the inclusion of additional regressors that are not weakly exogenous for the adjustment

parameters of interest.

Such a decoupling is straightforward using a simple two-step procedure. In the first step,

an orthogonal measure of zt is obtained by regressing each element of zt on all of the right-

hand-side variables in (1) and saving the residuals, z̃t. In the second step, estimation of (5)

is carried out by including z̃t in place of zt as additional explanatory variables. Note that

efficiency gains will be preserved in the replacement of zt with z̃t if there is information in

zt that is not already captured by movements in α̂′xt−1 and the terms in Γ(L)∆xt−1. At

the same time, the procedure allows the researcher to uncover an estimate of γc since the

regressors in z̃t will be weakly exogenous for the adjustment parameters of interest, γ.

To illustrate this point, we first obtained the data used by Davis and Palumbo and

reproduced the regression results reported in their Table 11, specification C. These results

are reproduced by estimating their specification of (5). In this specification, they include

the following variables in zt: a fitted value for current income growth, which we will denote

∆ŷt ≡ z1t, a lag of the change in the unemployment rate, DUNEMPt−1 ≡ z2t, a lag of an

inflation adjusted federal-funds-rate, RFFt−1 ≡ z3t, and the current level of the University of

Michigan Unemployment Expectations index, UNEXPt ≡ z4t.
2 This specification sets zt =

2The paper states that the Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index was used as an explanatory variable, but

communication with the authors revealed that they instead used the Michigan Unemployment Expectations

Index.
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(z1t, z2t, z3t, z4t)
′ ≡ (∆ŷt, DUNEMPt−1, RFFt−1, UNEXPt)

′. Davis and Palumbo appear

to set the lag order in (5) equal to one, except that they exclude lags of income growth.3

To reproduce their results, we use their measure of ∆ŷt, which they provided for us based

on the fitted values from a regression of ∆yt on lags of income growth, wealth growth,

consumption growth, the unemployment rate and the real federal-funds-rate. In addition,

we use their timing convention for wealth (measuring it as end-of-period), their measure

of consumption growth (total personal consumption expenditures) and their sample period:

1960:Q1 2000:Q1.

In the two-step procedure, described above, the orthogonalized regressors, z̃t, are included

in place of zt as explanatory variables in a regression for consumption growth. The second-

stage regression takes the form

∆ct = υc + γcα̂
′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆ct−1 + ˜C(L)z̃t + ũt, (6)

where z̃t is the vector of residuals from a regression of each variable in zt = (z1t, z2t, z3t, z4t)
′ ≡

(∆ŷt, DUNEMPt−1, RFFt−1, UNEXPt)
′ on all of the right-hand-side variables of a second-

order specification of the standard error-correction representation (1).4 Note that (6) is

directly analogous to (5).

Table 4 compares the results from our estimation of Davis and Palumbo’s specification

of (5) (given in Panel B) with the alternate specification (6) (given in Panel C). To provide a

benchmark, Panel A of this table shows the results of estimating the consumption equation

of the standard error-correction specification (1) over the same sample period and using the

same data used in Davis and Palumbo (2001).

Estimation of the standard error-correction representation in Panel A suggests that the

adjustment parameter for consumption growth, γc, is small (point estimate equal to -0.04)

and statistically indistinguishable from zero (t-statistic equal to -0.99). Similar results are

reported in Table 1 where only nondurables and services expenditure is used. By contrast,

3Presumably these lags are excluded on the grounds that they have little marginal predictive power once

the fitted value of income growth, ∆ŷt, is included.
4This second-order lag length was chosen in accordance with the Akaike and Schwarz criteria.
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Panel B shows that estimation of the specification considered by Davis and Palumbo (equa-

tion (5)) uncovers a value for γc that is much larger in absolute value (point estimate equal to

-0.128). (We discuss the t-statistics for this regression below.) Note that this point estimate

reproduces the result given in the third row of Table 11 of Davis and Palumbo (2001). Com-

paring the results reported in Panels A and B reveals the improvement in fit and efficiency

that is obtained by including the additional variables zt and its lags in the regression: the

standard error of the regression is smaller in Panel B (equal to 0.005) than it is in Panel A

(equal to 0.006).

Now consider the results from estimating the alternative specification (6) reported in

Panel C. Comparing the regression output with that in Panel B demonstrates that there is

no efficiency loss in moving from (5) to (6): the standard error of the estimate is precisely

the same in Panel C as it is in the Davis-Palumbo regression specification of Panel B.

More important, the estimate of γc reported in Panel C is much smaller (in absolute value)

than the estimate of γc reported in Panel B; indeed the former is essentially zero (point

estimate equal to -0.005, t-statistic equal to -0.18). The reason these estimates differ so

greatly is that the cointegrating error, α̂′xt−1, is strongly marginally correlated with several

of the variables contained in zt, including the real federal-funds-rate, z3t, the change in the

unemployment rate, z2t, and the fitted income growth variable, z1t. Thus, the additional

covariates Davis and Palumbo include in the standard error-correction specification are not

weakly exogenous for the parameter they seek to estimate and hence the true adjustment

parameter for consumption cannot be recovered by estimating (5). Fortunately, they can be

recovered by estimating (6), all the while preserving the efficiency gains in (5).

It is worth emphasizing that no loss of fit is incurred by moving from the specification

employed by Davis and Palumbo in equation (5) to that in (6). This is important because

Davis and Palumbo seem to favor their estimates of γc from the specification in (5) on the

grounds that they are obtained from better fitting consumption growth regressions than are

the other estimates they report in their Table 11. But since the empirical specification we

suggest in (6) fits just as well as that in (5), such considerations provide no reason to favor one

specification over the other. What does recommend the specification in (6) over that in (5) is

that the additional covariates in the former are–unlike those in the latter–weakly exogenous
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for both the cointegrating relation and the adjustment coefficient, γc. Accordingly, valid

estimates of this adjustment parameter may be obtained from estimating the specification

in (6), but not from (5).

The estimate of γc reported in Panel C is almost one-tenth of the size of the estimate of

this parameter from a standard error-correction representation, reported in Panel A, although

both are quite small and statistically indistinguishable from zero. Since the empirical model

in Panel C improves efficiency over the model in Panel A, this result suggests that the

true value of the adjustment parameter for consumption is even smaller than what would

be suggested by an estimation of the error-correction representation (1), and is quite close

to zero. Similarly, Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d) find that the estimate of the adjustment

parameter for labor income, γy, is small and statistically indistinguishable from zero.5 These

findings strengthen the conclusion that almost all of the adjustment needed to restore the

cointegrating equilibrium between c, a, and y, is done by wealth, while very little of it is

done by consumption or labor earnings.

We now come back to the issue of the t-statistic for the estimate of γc in (6). The

traditional OLS estimate of the standard error underlying the t-statistic for this parameter

(reported in Panel B of Table 4) is unlikely to be correct, since the regression uses a generated

regressor, ∆ŷt. Communication with the authors also revealed that no correction was made

in Davis and Palumbo (2001) to the standard errors for the use of this generated regressor.

Thus the standard errors they report in their Table 11, as well as those in Panel B of

our Table 4 are in general invalid. Since this generated variable is procured as the fitted-

value from a regression of ∆yt on a set of regressors that does not include all of the right-

hand-side variables in (5), however, obtaining the correct standard errors for their two-

step method is likely to be quite complex. Fortunately, it is easy to reestimate the Davis-

Palumbo specification and obtain a consistent estimate of the standard errors by following

5If the three exogenous conditioning variables z̃2t, z̃3t, z̃4t are included in an single equation error-

correction specifications for ∆yt and ∆at, the estimate of the adjustment parameter for income growth,

γy, is reduced further and is zero out to the third decimal place, while the adjustment parameter for wealth,

γa remains about the same as that reported in Table 1, close to 0.38.
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the recommendation of Pagan (1984) and applying instrumental variables (IV) to

∆ct = υc + γcα̂
′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 +C(L)z∗t + ut, (7)

where z∗t ≡ (∆yt, DUNEMPt−1, RFFt−1, UNEXPt)
′ and the instrument set includes all of

the regressors in (7) except ∆yt, in addition to those instruments Davis and Palumbo used

to form a fitted value for ∆yt, namely four lags of ∆ct, ∆yt, ∆at, the federal-funds-rate, and

the unemployment rate. Note that the specification in (7) is the precisely the same as that

in (5) except that a few additional instruments are used to form a fitted value for ∆yt.

The results of this IV regression (7) are reported in Panel B Table 5, again using the

data and sample period employed by Davis and Palumbo. For ease of comparison, Panel

A of Table 5 reproduces Panel A of Table 4 showing the estimates from a standard error-

correction specification for ∆ct. Finally, in analogy to the regression carried out in Panel C of

Table 4, Panel C of Table 5 reports the results of an OLS estimation of (7) where orthogonal

regressors, z̃∗t , replace z
∗
t . As before, this orthogonalization procedure is necessary to obtain

valid estimates of the adjustment parameter, γc, and is accomplished by taking the residuals

from a regression of each of the variables in z∗t on all of the right-hand-side variables in a

second-order specification of the error-correction representation (1).6

Notice that the estimate of γc given in Panel B is precisely the same as that obtained

in Davis and Palumbo’s Table 11, row 3. Thus, these findings again reproduce their result.

Also, the t-statistic (which is now valid in the presence of the generated regressor, ∆ŷt)

shows that this parameter is strongly statistically significant, and the standard error of the

estimate is smaller than that in Panel A by the same order of magnitude as that reported

in Table 4.

As before, however, the results from the alternative specification using orthogonal regres-

sors, given in Panel C of Table 5, show that the estimate of γc is about zero (point estimate

6Recall that the first variable in z∗t = (z1t, z2t, z3t, z4t)
′ ≡ (∆yt, DUNEMPt−1, RFFt−1, UNEXPt)

′ is

the current value of labor income growth. Because IV estimation is used in (7) and ∆yt is not included in

the instrument set, the regressor z1t in (7) is actually the fitted value from a regression of income growth

on the all of the instrumental variables used in the IV regression (7). Thus, the orthogonal variable z̃∗1t is

created by first regressing ∆yt on each of these instruments, and saving the fitted values. Next, those fitted

values are regressed on all of the right-hand-side variables in (1) and the residuals are stored as z̃∗1t.
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equal to -0.004, t-statistic equal to -0.096) and about one-tenth of the size of that obtained

in Panel A. In addition, efficiency gains created by including the conditioning variables z∗t in

the VECM specification Panel B are again preserved in Panel C where the orthogonalized

variables, z̃∗t are used in place of z∗t . (The standard error of the estimate in Panel B of Table

5 is the same as that in Panel C.)

In summary, the results in this section provide no support for the conclusion in Davis and

Palumbo (2001) that aggregate consumer spending adjusts only gradually to movements in

income or wealth, or that a “sudden increase in wealth leads toward a period of faster than

normal consumption growthÔ (page 39). Instead, the adjustment parameter for consumption

growth–when estimated correctly–appears to be about zero, indicating that spending typi-

cally adapts within the span of roughly one quarter to fluctuations in income and wealth.

Since consumption does not participate in the error-correction, and since lagged values of

wealth growth have little impact on consumption growth, movements in wealth can have

important implications for consumption contemporaneously, but they bear little relation to

future consumer spending.7

We emphasize that none of the results we have presented here, nor those presented in

Ludvigson and Steindel (1999) or Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d), imply that wealth has

no impact on aggregate consumption. Indeed, because consumption is tied to wealth and

labor earnings in the long-run, our findings imply that permanent movements in wealth must

influence spending, and that they typically do so within the span of about one quarter. As

we stress in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d), however, not all movements in wealth appear

to be permanent, and the aggregate data suggest that unsustainable, or transitory, changes

in wealth have little influence on consumer spending. A more detailed discussion of the

evidence supporting these conclusions can be found in (Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d)).

4 Other Remarks

Although the results in Davis and Palumbo (2001) do not say much about the speed and

extent to which consumption adjusts to fluctuations in income and wealth, they do bear on

7This point was emphasized in Ludvigson and Steindel (1999).
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an important forecasting question, namely “what observable indicators are related to future

consumption growth?Ô Their specification (C) in Table 11 shows that forecastable move-

ments in income growth are correlated with consumption growth, a finding that has been

reported elsewhere (e.g., Campbell and Mankiw (1989)). But they also show that the Michi-

gan Unemployment Expectations index and the real federal-funds-rate are strongly related

to future consumption growth. (Because the unemployment index is a contemporaneous re-

gressor, the equation they estimate is not quite a forecasting equation using historical data,

but it is a forecasting regression in real time since the unemployment index is available much

sooner than are consumption data.) These forecasting results are potentially interesting to

both academic researchers and practitioners.

Nevertheless, some caveats are in order even about these forecasting results. The vari-

ables that Davis and Palumbo selected to include in the consumption growth regression (5)

were obviously chosen with the benefit of hindsight. Although this observation does not

by itself eradicate the possibility that there is real information for consumption in these

forecasting variables, there is a well known problem with choosing predictive variables after

their predictive power has been verified that nevertheless seems warranted in this instance.

Other caveats should be given about Davis and Palumbo’s conclusions. First, in the

discussion on the top of page 26, the authors seem to rationalize ignoring empirical evidence,

documented in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001a) and Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d), that

wealth participates in the error correction on the grounds that such evidence would imply

predictability of equity returns, “leaving open a relatively easy way to make money in the

stock market.Ô There is now a large and growing body of empirical evidence documented in

the field of asset pricing that suggests equity returns are forecastable, and that the error-

correction in asset wealth discussed here reflects precisely this forecastability (Lettau and

Ludvigson (2001a)). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to ask whether such predictability in asset

values makes economic sense. As it turns out, research in field of theoretical finance over the

last 15 years has shown that predictability in the stock market is not necessarily inconsistent

with market efficiency. Accordingly, it is not necessarily the case that the average investor

can make money from such predictability, a phenomenon that can be generated by time-

variation in the rate at which rational, utility maximizing investors discount expected future
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income from risky assets. Nice overview treatments of these issues along with a review of

the empirical evidence can be found in Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997), chapters 7 and

8, and Cochrane (2001), chapter 20.

Second, the authors argue on page 16 that the unusually low ratio of consumption to

asset wealth in the last half of the 1990s tells us little about how responsive consumption

has been during this period to movements in wealth. While this argument may be valid

as a general statement, it begs an important question about this recent period, namely

why the cointegrating residual, ct − α̂aat − α̂yyt–driven by the surge in stock values–reached

such unusually low levels in the late 1990s? One possible explanation for this phenomenon,

given in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001a), is that this cointegrating residual is low when excess

returns on equity are expected to be low in the future.

Third, in most of their empirical analysis, Davis and Palumbo analyze the wealth effect by

asking whether end-of-period wealth is associated with consumption, the latter measured as

a flow over the period (consumption data are time-averaged). A timing convention for wealth

is needed since the level of consumption is a flow during the quarter rather than a point-

in-time estimate. Their discussion is less clear, however, about the assumptions required to

make this a reasonable modeling strategy for measuring the structural effects of wealth on

consumption. In order to address these structural questions (as opposed to questions of pure

forecasting), at must be in the information set when consumption, ct is chosen. If we think

of consumption for a given quarter as measuring spending at the beginning of the quarter,

then the appropriate measure of wealth for these investigations is not end-of-period wealth,

but beginning-of-period wealth. We view this is a reasonable timing convention since in this

scenario households can “stock their refrigeratorÔ at the beginning of the period and consume

by running down that stock during the period. In order for the end-of-period measure used

by Davis and Palumbo to be valid, one must implicitly assume that households consume

in one instant on the last day of the period after the markets close, and starve the rest of

the period. We find the alternative beginning-of-period assumption more sensible because is

permits consumption to take place before the last instant at the end of the period.

Finally, on pages 22, 23 and 25 the authors argue that the estimated cointegrating co-

efficients, α̂a and α̂y, (the regression coefficients presented in their Table 5) will reflect the
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influence of ct on at and yt (rather than the other way around), unless it is the case that con-

sumption participates in the error-correction subsequent to an equilibrium-distorting shock.

For example, on page 25: “This highlights the fact that one needs to find evidence that

spending exhibits error-correction behavior in the short-run to assert that changes in income

or wealth eventually generate changes in consumption in the long-run.Ô There are two ele-

ments to this argument: the first concerns endogeneity bias itself (the possibility that the

estimated cointegrating coefficients α̂a and α̂y will reflect the influence of ct on at and yt

rather than the marginal influence of at and yt on ct), and the second suggests that there

is a connection between such endogeneity bias and absence of error-correction behavior in

consumption.

From a statistical perspective, the first element (endogeneity bias) is unlikely to be a

problem. In sufficiently large samples, dynamic least squares estimates of the cointegrating

coefficients are robust to endogeneity of the regressors because they are “superconsistent,Ô

converging to the true parameter values at rate proportional to the sample size T rather

than proportional to
√
T as in ordinary applications (Stock (1987)). Moreover, Monte Carlo

simulations, discussed in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d) and calibrated to match the data

generating processes of consumption, asset wealth, and labor income, suggest that samples

of the size currently encountered are indeed sufficiently large: the cointegrating coefficient

estimates can be very accurately recovered in simulated samples of the size now available.

The second element in this argument is invalid, for two reasons. First, the super-

consistency results just discussed are a purely statistical property of cointegrated systems

that is not related to which variables participate in the error-correction subsequent to an

equilibrium-distorting shock. Second, there is no logical inconsistency between the presence

of a wealth or income effect that will influence consumption in the long-run on the one hand,

and the absence of error-correction behavior in consumption on the other. A notable coun-

terexample is a frictionless permanent income model in which only permanent changes in

wealth and income influence consumption and spending adjusts fully to such changes within

the period. Examples can be found in the classic permanent income models investigated by

Campbell (1987) and Gaĺı (1990), in which only labor income displays error-correction, or in

more general permanent income models that allow for time-varying expected asset returns,
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in which case both asset wealth and labor income may display error-correction (Lettau and

Ludvigson (2001d)). In each of these examples, none of the error-correction is done by

consumption, yet the cointegrating coefficients αa and αy give the effect on consumption

of permanent changes (changes that are sustainable in the long-run) in wealth and income.

There is no error-correction in consumption in these models because spending adjusts within

the period to permanent movements in wealth and income. It follows that the presence of

a “long-runÔ wealth effect need not be inextricably linked to error-correction behavior in

consumption, a phenomenon that tells us something about the length of time over which

consumption adjusts to permanent changes in wealth, but nothing about the magnitude of

those effects.

5 Concluding Remarks

The surge in asset values in recent years has presented a legion of new challenges to macroe-

conomists faced with analyzing the real economy. To meet these challenges, it would seem

necessary to combine insights from finance with those from macroeconomics, and we think

that doing so constitutes an important step in understanding the relation between aggre-

gate consumption and household wealth. Yet research in financial economics has often

proceeded independently of that in macroeconomics. For example, empirical work in the

former literature suggests that expected returns on aggregate stock market indexes in excess

of a short-term interest rate vary significantly over time. Perhaps because many macroe-

conomists are accustomed to thinking in terms of constant discount rates, these findings are

often overlooked in the latter literature.

The remarks in this comment draw largely from what we have learned in our recent

work that attempts to integrate these two literatures empirically (Lettau and Ludvigson

(2001a); Lettau and Ludvigson (2001b); Lettau and Ludvigson (2001d); Lettau and Lud-

vigson (2001c)). We believe that such an integrated focus will continue to prove fruitful, as

economists fumble their way forward in the quest to understand how asset markets and the

real economy are interrelated.
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Table 1: VECM Estimates using U.S. Data
Variable Estimate t-Stat

∆ct+1

k 0.015 0.857

α̂′xt−1 -0.021 -0.672

∆ct−1 0.222 2.459

∆ct−2 0.076 0.859

∆at−1 0.000 0.039

∆at−2 0.016 0.789

∆yt−1 0.085 1.799

∆yt−2 -0.022 -0.474

R
2

0.11

∆at+1

k -0.021 -3.239

α̂′xt−1 0.387 3.287

∆ct−1 0.676 1.974

∆ct−2 -0.140 -0.420

∆at−1 0.092 1.220

∆at−2 0.004 0.059

∆yt−1 0.348 1.960

∆yt−2 -0.179 -1.024

R
2

0.11

Notes for Table 1: The table reports results taken from Lettau and Ludvigson (2001b) of the

single equation estimates for ∆ct+1 and ∆at+1 from the VECM ∆xt = k+γα̂′xt−1+Γ(L)∆xt−1+

vt,for xt = (c, y, a)′ using data from 1952:Q4 to 1999:Q4. Significant coefficients at the 5% level

are highlighted in bold face.



Table 2: Long-Horizon Regressions Using Simulated Data

Panel A: γc = 0, γa = 0.38 Panel B: γc = −0.12, γa = 0 Panel C: γc = −0.12, γa = 0.38

H
∑H

h=1∆ct+h
∑H

h=1∆at+h
∑H

h=1∆ct+h
∑H

h=1∆at+h
∑H

h=1∆ct+h
∑H

h=1∆at+h

Estimate R
2

Estimate R
2

Estimate R
2

Estimate R
2

Estimate R
2

Estimate R
2

(t-Stat) (t-Stat) (t-Stat) (t-Stat) (t-Stat) (t-Stat)

1 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.48 -0.12 0.09 -0.01 0.00 -0.12 0.05 0.38 0.33
(0.38) (68.40) (-21.04) (-1.41) (-15.85) (50.61)

2 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.63 -0.12 0.16 -0.01 0.00 -0.11 0.08 0.33 0.44
(0.39) (69.52) (-22.09) (-1.26) (-16.66) (51.16)

4 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.67 -0.10 0.26 -0.01 0.00 -0.08 0.12 0.26 0.45
(0.45) (60.62) (-23.29) (-1.21) (-16.11) (42.36)

8 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.58 -0.08 0.39 -0.01 0.00 -0.05 0.13 0.17 0.32
(0.76) (41.15) (-25.23) (-1.09) (-14.78) (27.62)

12 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.47 -0.07 0.42 -0.00 0.00 -0.04 0.11 0.12 0.23
(0.93) (29.48) (-25.15) (-0.40) (-13.39) (19.40)

16 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.39 -0.05 0.40 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.09 0.10 0.17
(1.06) (23.23) (-23.06) ( 0.13) (-11.85) (14.94)

20 0.01 0.00 0.15 0.32 -0.04 0.37 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.08 0.08 0.14
(1.45) (18.89) (-21.09) ( 0.47) (-10.58) (12.48)

Notes for Table 2: The table reports output from long-horizon regressions of consumption and

asset wealth on the cointegrating error for consumption, wealth and labor income, α̂′xt−1, using

simulated data. The dependent variables in the h-period regressions are ∆xt+1+ ...+∆xt+h, where

x ∈ {c, a}. For each regression, the table reports OLS estimates of the regressors, Newey-West

corrected t-statistics (in parentheses) and adjusted R2 statistics. Significant coefficients at the 5%

level are highlighted in bold face.



Table 3: Long-Horizon Regressions Using U.S. Data

Panel A:
∑H

h=1∆ct+h regressed on

Horizon H ∆ct ∆yt ∆at ct − α̂aat − α̂yyt R̄2

1 0.23 0.09 0.00 -0.02 0.14
(2.89) (2.00) (0.20) (-0.68)

2 0.40 0.10 0.02 -0.04 0.12
(2.98) (1.14) (0.88) (-0.44)

4 0.67 0.08 0.05 -0.01 0.10
(3.38) (0.71) (1.19) (-0.07)

8 0.67 0.07 -0.02 -0.00 0.03
(1.58) (0.47) (-0.31) (-0.01)

12 0.68 0.16 -0.09 -0.16 0.03
(1.36) (0.87) (-0.84) (-0.50)

16 0.65 0.20 -0.11 -0.29 0.03
(1.13) (0.89) (-0.96) (-0.69)

20 0.47 0.18 -0.09 -0.31 0.02
(0.68) (0.63) (-0.65) (-0.62)

Panel B:
∑H

h=1∆at+h regressed on

Horizon H ∆ct ∆yt ∆at ct − α̂aat − α̂yyt R̄2

1 0.52 0.33 0.08 0.41 0.13
(1.98) (2.03) (0.92) (3.26)

2 0.69 0.21 0.09 0.74 0.12
(1.75) (1.17) (0.69) (2.45)

4 1.21 0.27 0.15 1.37 0.19
(1.79) (0.93) (0.86) (2.46)

8 -0.11 0.81 0.29 2.93 0.31
(-0.13) (2.22) (1.09) (4.86)

12 -0.32 0.98 0.18 3.67 0.37
(-0.27) (2.64) (0.64) (4.81)

16 0.74 0.63 0.04 3.48 0.31
(0.66) (1.81) (0.17) (3.53)

20 -0.71 0.69 0.04 3.53 0.25
(-0.78) (1.77) (0.18) (4.06)

Notes for Table 3: The table reports output from long-horizon regressions of consumption

growth and asset wealth growth on lags of these variables and the cointegrating error for con-

sumption, wealth and labor income, α̂′xt−1. The dependent variables in the h-period regressions

are ∆xt+1 + ... + ∆xt+h, where x ∈ {c, a}. For each regression, the table reports OLS estimates

of the regressors, Newey-West corrected t-statistics (in parentheses) and adjusted R2 statistics.

Significant coefficients at the 5% level are highlighted in bold face.



Table 4: Consumption Growth Regressions
Variable Estimate t-Stat

Panel A: Error-Correction Representation
∆ct = kA + γcα̂

′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 + vt

k 0.004 5.272
α̂′xt−1 -0.041 -0.990
∆ct−1 0.125 1.553
∆ct−2 0.210 2.214
∆at−1 0.114 3.289
∆at−2 0.023 0.777
∆yt−1 0.018 0.205
∆yt−2 -0.011 -0.138

R
2

0.182
SEE 0.006
SSR 0.006

Panel B: DP Consumption Growth Regression
∆ct = kB + γcα̂

′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 +C(L)zt−1 + ut

k -0.004 -1.823
α̂′xt−1 -0.128 -2.769
∆ct−1 -0.099 -1.403
∆at−1 0.063 2.322
z1,t 0.261 2.146
z2,t -0.000 -0.328
z3,t -0.069 -2.595
z4,t 0.000 3.904

R
2

0.446
SEE 0.005
SSR 0.004

Panel C: Consumption Growth Regression with Orthogonal Regressors

∆ct = kC + γcα̂
′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 +

˜C(L)z̃t−1 + ũt

k 0.005 6.774
α̂′xt−1 -0.005 -0.108
∆ct−1 0.097 1.400
∆ct−2 0.160 2.361
∆at−1 0.133 5.488
∆at−2 0.037 1.586
∆yt−1 0.005 0.082
∆yt−2 -0.004 -0.069
z̃1,t 0.335 2.680
z̃2,t 0.000 3.127
z̃3,t -0.067 -2.524
z̃4,t 0.001 0.649

R
2

0.446
SEE 0.005
SSR 0.004

Notes for Table 4: See next page.



Notes for Table 4: The table reports single equation estimates from three regression specifica-

tions for ∆ct+1. The regression in Panel A is a second-order specification of the standard error-

correction representation for ∆ct+1 assuming the trivariate cointegrating relation given by α̂′xt−1 =

ct − α̂aat + α̂yyt. Panel B is the specification estimated by Davis and Palumbo (DP) (2001) corre-

sponding to the results reported in their Table 11, row three. zt ≡ (∆ŷt, DUNEMPt−1, RFFt−1, UNEXPt)
′

where z1 = ∆ŷt is the forecasted income growth variable used in Davis and Polumbo (2001);

z2 = DUNEMPt−1, the first difference of the unemployment rate; z3 = RFFt−1, the real Fed

Funds rate used in Davis and Polumbo (2001); z4 = UNEXPt, the Michigan Unemployment Ex-

pectations Index. The regression in Panel C uses the orthogonalized regressors, z̃t, computed in

the manner described in the text. Each z̃i is the residual from a regression of zi on the explanatory

variables in the Error Correction Representation of Panel A. SEE denotes the standard error of

the estimate and SSR is the sum of squared residuals. Significant coefficients at the 5% level are

highlighted in bold face.



Table 5: Consumption Growth Regressions
Variable Estimate t-Stat

Panel A: Error-Correction Representation
∆ct = kA + γcα̂

′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 + vt

k 0.004 5.272
α̂′xt−1 -0.041 -0.990
∆ct−1 0.125 1.553
∆ct−2 0.210 2.214
∆at−1 0.114 3.289
∆at−2 0.023 0.777
∆yt−1 0.018 0.205
∆yt−2 -0.011 -0.138

R
2

0.182
SEE 0.006
SSR 0.006

Panel B: DP Consumption Growth Regression - IV
∆ct = kB + γcα̂

′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 +C(L)z∗t−1 + ut

k -0.001 -0.455
α̂′xt−1 -0.116 -2.424
∆ct−1 -0.124 -2.206
∆at−1 0.082 4.899
z1,t 0.248 2.258
z2,t -0.136 -1.025
z3,t -0.089 -5.019
z4,t 0.000 3.281

SEE 0.005
SSR 0.003

Panel C: Consumption Growth Regression with Orthogonal Regressors

∆ct = kC + γcα̂
′xt−1 + Γ(L)∆xt−1 +

˜C(L)z̃∗t−1 + ũt

k 0.005 6.741
α̂′xt−1 -0.004 -0.096
∆ct−1 0.106 1.483
∆ct−2 0.149 2.289
∆at−1 0.132 5.061
∆at−2 0.043 2.041
∆yt−1 -0.023 -0.333
∆yt−2 -0.009 -0.171
z̃1,t 0.330 1.932
z̃2,t 0.000 2.239
z̃3,t -0.073 -2.802
z̃4,t 0.081 0.452

R
2

0.411
SEE 0.005
SSR 0.004

Notes for Table 5: See next page.



Notes for Table 5: See notes for Table 4. Panel B gives the Davis-Palumbo type specification

estimated using instrumental variables so as to produce a consistent estimate of the standard

errors (see discussion in the text). z∗t ≡ (∆yt, DUNEMPt−1, RFFt−1, UNEXPt)
′; the instrument

set includes all of the regressors in the equation of Panel B except ∆yt, in addition to four lags of

∆ct, ∆yt, ∆at, the federal-funds-rate, and the unemployment rate.
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